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Blue Angel Gallery
NEW ORACLE CARDS

Whispers of Love Oracle Deck
Oracle Cards for Attracting More Love into Your Life
Angela Hartfield, Illustrated by Josephine Wall
This deck was created to help you find methods and messages for building stronger, more loving relationships whilst also to
remind you of the interconnectedness of everything in your life. Whether it be a romantic connection or your connection to
others around you, these beautifully illustrated cards will help you find answers and solutions. You can choose cards for
everyday guidance or you can do readings focusing on a specific question or relationship. However you use these cards, they
will be an invaluable tool to add clarity to your situation by connecting you with your inner guidance and intuition.
9781922161109
50-card Deck + Guidebook
R295.00

RECENTLY RELEASED ORACLE CARDS

Kuan Yin Oracle Kit

Isis Oracle Kit

Blessings, Guidance & Enlightenment
from the Divine Feminine
Alana Fairchild
These 44 cards guide you to a place of inner peace
and beauty. The messages, inspired by her
presence and guiding voice, contain her wisdom to
help us live a loving and enlightened life that is
practical, spiritual and positive. The guidance in the
messages and the practical exercises nourish you
on your spiritual path, help you realise that you are
a divine Soul and learn to love, trust and live your
highest destiny this lifetime.
9780987204189
44-card Deck + TPB 144 Pgs

R360.00

Oracle of the Mermaids Kit
Lucy Cavendish, artwork by Selina Fenech
Mermaids can teach you ways to heal your past,
love yourself more deeply, live authentically,
embrace your creativity, and find your life purpose.
When you connect with your Mermaids, you tap
into the vast reservoir of the Feminine Divine,
which in turn enhances your ability to draw love into
your life, raise your self-esteem, create sensual
bliss and glow with health and attractive vitality.
The 168-page guidebook features in-depth
messages and clear, accurate card spreads to help
you to find answers.
9781922161031
45-card Deck + TPB 168 Pgs

R360.00

Alana Fairchild, artwork by Jimmy Manton
The High Priest or Priestess within you walks the
path of divine love, power and wisdom. This is the
path of spiritual self-mastery where we are initiated
through the darkness of struggle into the light of
love. Learn to apply the Ancient Mystery teachings
of Isis in practical ways to help you navigate
through the experiences and challenges in your
daily life. Allow the Goddess, this sacred priestess,
initiate, magician and healer to help you reactivate
your own soul talents of healing, magic and more.
9781922161017
44-card Deck + TPB 220 Pgs

R360.00

Oracle of the Dragonfae Kit
Lucy Cavendish

New Revised Edition. In the not so faraway past,
we were Gods and Goddesses... we dwelt in
dimensional lands...Eden, Avalon, Ys, Atlantis
and Mu...we were fully alive and fully magickal.
We worked, loved and lived with all the elemental
beings...but as time wore on, we were torn away
from our strongest, most protective kin, the
Dragonfae. Now they are returning to help us heal
ourselves and save this sacred planet. This deck
is a dimensional portal to allow them to re-enter
our realm and deliver their powerful messages of
love, healing and protection for a new generation
of magickal beings.
9780980398342
43-card Deck + TPB 164 Pgs

R360.00

POPULAR BACKLIST ORACLE CARDS

Crystal Oracle Deck

Universal Wisdom Oracle Deck

Toni Carmine Salerno

Tap into the profound healing energies of the
crystal world with this beautiful set of guidance
cards. The Crystal Oracle features 44 cards
which each draw on the energy and vibration of
one crystal, gemstone or mineral to nurture the
body, mind and soul. The guidebook lists the
qualities of the crystals featured in the deck and
delivers an inspired and healing message for
each card. It also offers a range of card spreads
to ensure insightful and accurate readings.
9780957914988
44-card Deck + Guidebook

Toni Carmine Salerno
Access your own inner wisdom and bring answers
to your questions with this inspiring and easy-to-use
card set. This oracle is designed to provide clear
messages and gentle guidance. With the
accompanying guidebook, which includes card
meanings and various spreads, you will be able to
give daily readings to yourself and others.
9780957914919
45-card Deck
R295.00
+ Guidebook
R295.00
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Messenger Oracle Deck
Ravynne Phelan

There was a time when we ‘humanity’ could see and feel the Divine within each other and all around us. We were one with nature and moved in
harmony with the seasons and cycles of life. We honoured and accepted the signs and messages sent by Gaia and Great Spirit. This deck is for
those who yearn to re-ignite their connection with Gaia, Great Spirit, the natural world and its creatures. Messenger Oracle strengthens our ancient
bond with nature and spirit. These cards are infused with the magic of ancient dragons, elemental fae, mystical trees and their wild animal kin – they
are ‘the messengers’ who are here to guide us back to our true nature and power and to help us reconnect with and express our inner-most truth.
9780987204110
50-card Deck + Guidebook
R295.00

Gaia Oracle Deck

Ask An Angel Oracle Kit

Guidance, Affirmations,
Transformation

Toni Carmine Salerno
& Carisa Mellado

This inspirational card set allows you to quickly and
easily receive answers to your questions and gain
deeper insights into your current state of being.
Includes 42 cards encased in a tarot pouch and an
124-page
guidebook,
featuring
an
‘Angel
Dictionary’, giving you researched information on
the Angels.
9780975768327
42-card Deck
R360.00
+ TPB 124 Pgs

Toni Carmine Salerno
In this oracle deck designed to bring peace and
healing, 45 images and affirmations reflect the
loving wisdom of Gaia. The 84-page guidebook
offers insights for living, and guidance on using the
oracle cards.
9780980398373
45-card Deck
R295.00
+ Guidebook

NEW BOOKS

The Lost Lands

Crystal Angels 444
Healing with the Divine Power
of Heaven and Earth

A Magickal History of
Lemuria, Atlantis & Avalon

Alana Fairchild
Fairchild offers a truly unique approach to crystal
healing, combining the natural healing properties
of each crystal and its ‘crystal angel’ or ‘spirit’
with divine guidance channelled from heavenly
angels. Together they help you bring your spirit
and body together as one and live with more
peace and prosperity, passion and purpose.
Each chapter deals with a powerful precious
stone and its heavenly angel and features a
range of sacred rituals & processes to help you
fully harness the healing potential of that stone
9781922161130
Large TPB 368 Pgs + Illus.

Lucy Cavendish

R360.00

New deluxe edition with bonus material. In this
daring book, Cavendish invites you to shed your
doubts and join her on a wondrous soul
pilgrimage, travelling through time and space to
the planet’s most mysterious and powerful lands,
psychic
societies
and
secret
spiritual
communities. As you uncover the secrets of each
Lost Land, you will remember your connection to
its ancient magicks, lessons and mysteries,
awaken your life’s purpose, and discover past life
lessons of great power and import.
9780980555066 Large TPB 280 Pgs R295.00

POPULAR BACKLIST BOOKS
Indigo Children & Cheeky Monkeys
Meditations for Kids By Kids
Understanding and Celebrating the
Uniqueness of Every Child

Scott Alexander King and Dr. Ralph Ballard
New Edition. This book offers an in-depth profile of
five different personality archetypes which can help
parents, carers, health care professionals and
teachers to bring out the best in all of our children. It
outlines tangible strategies for supporting children,
especially ‘difficult’ or ‘troubled’ kids, explaining the
underlying reasons for their behaviour and providing
real and effective approaches to nurturing them.
9781922161000 Large TPB 336 Pgs R330.00

Jarrah, Tahnaya, Ky & Jessica Wynne

In this touching collection of meditations, the
Wynne children - Jessi (age 11), Ky (age 9),
Tahnaya (age 7) and Jarrah (age 4) - have
created a book to uplift, inspire and nurture kids
of all ages! These words and pictures will take
children away from the rush, bustle and harsh
realities of the world, opening up a world full of
imagination that is endless, safe and full of
love. It will encourage them to connect with
their feelings, release their fears and worries
and provide them with some coping strategies
in these days where beauty and innocence are so often forgotten.
9780975768365
Large HC 100 Pgs + Illus.
R330.00
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Dog Wisdom

Cat Wisdom

Tanya Graham

Tanya Graham

A collection of photographs and puppy-inspired
words of wisdom designed to celebrate the joy
that dogs bring to our lives! These 45 super cute
puppies will encourage you to reflect on your life
from a new perspective, bringing out your playful
side and encouraging you to look on the bright
side and have more fun. These adorable puppies
will simply melt your heart!
9780975216675
45-card Deck
9780975216699
Padded HC 100Pgs

Cat Wisdom is a collection of photographs and
kitten-inspired words of wisdom designed to
celebrate the love that cats bring to our lives!
These images will encourage you to reflect on
your life from a new perspective, reminding you to
make time for relaxation and fun, to express
yourself freely and to pursue your dreams. These
irresistibly cute kittens will fill you with joy!
9780975216682
45-card Deck
9780975768303
Padded HC 100Pgs

R295.00
R210.00

R295.00
R210.00

NEW MUSIC CDs

Music of the Whales

13 Tones of Creation

The Humpbacks of Hervey Bay

Elvina Munir
A hypnotic sound scape featuring tubular
bells, energy chimes, Native American flute
and Tibetan singing bowls. Tuned to the
Pythagorean frequency of A 432 Hz, the 13
Tones of Creation are in perfect resonance
with the human body, the Earth and the
vibration of the Universe. Every tone is imbued
with information from the open heart frequency
of 8 Hz, also the frequency of the relaxed
alpha brainwave state and the Earth’s
electromagnetic frequency known as the Schumann Wave.
794504717129
CD 47 Min

Robert J Boyd
Boyd’s
gentle
and
non-intrusive
instrumentation intertwined with the rich and
unique sounds of the Humpback whales of
Hervey Bay in Queensland, Australia, will help
you drift naturally into a deep place of peace.
Sit and listen to the whales’ song and let their
extraordinary sounds relax and refresh your
mind as you connect with these wonderful
beings of the sea.
794504716221
CD 60 Min
R250.00
Published by Grange Books

R250.00

NEW MEDITATION CDs

Inner Power

Divine Lotus Mother

Awakening Your Infinite Divine Potential
Alana Fairchild
Divine Power is the spiritual electricity that
switches us on. It is what takes our enormous
potential and turns it into reality. Without it, we
cannot step away from old patterns and into
new manifestations. It is Divine Power that
transforms love into action, bringing our
spiritual destiny to life upon the Earth in a
physical way. Take peace with your power as
you are healed and guided to step fearlessly
onto your path and BE in the world.
794504717327
CD 63 Min

R250.00

Star Child
Healing the Child of Light Within
Alana Fairchild
These meditations have been created for you
to overcome spiritual homesickness and to
have an abundant, joyful and healthy life.
They are to help you remember who you are
and why you are here so the Star Child within
you can feel safe and shine as a brilliant star
upon the Earth, helping to radiate love, light
and peace to humanity, just as you were
always destined to do.
794504717228
CD 66 Min
R250.00

Meditations with Kuan Yin
Alana Fairchild
Kuan Yin is one of the most called-upon
goddesses on Earth. Her mantra, Om Mani
Padme Hum, calls forth the opening of the
heart chakra, allowing divine wisdom, peace
and love to flow through us into the world.
May these meditations bring you deep into
connection with the Divine Lotus Mother, her
gentleness, fierce love and compassion, her
endless devotion to your enlightenment and
peace. Om Mani Padme Hum.
794504710823
CD 58 Min

R250.00

Isis: Power of the Priestess
Healing Meditations
Alana Fairchild
You are drawn to this CD because Isis is calling
you. She is assisting you to reclaim your spiritual
power, ancient wisdom and past-life abilities.
Each of these four meditations creates a point of
light in your energy field with your Higher Self
shining like a Sun at the apex, forming a pyramid
of light around you. The pyramid of light grounds
your Higher Self into this physical reality so you
can live your divine destiny this lifetime and be
all that you are in truth.
794504716122
CD 74 Min

R250.00

